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By What Authority?                 Matthew 21:23-32       

23 When he entered the temple, the chief priests and the elders of the people came to him as he 

was teaching, and said, “By what authority are you doing these things, and who gave you this 

authority?” 24 Jesus said to them, “I will also ask you one question; if you tell me the answer, 

then I will also tell you by what authority I do these things. 25 Did the baptism of John come from 

heaven, or was it of human origin?” And they argued with one another, “If we say, ‘From 

heaven,’ he will say to us, ‘Why then did you not believe him?’ 26 But if we say, ‘Of human 

origin,’ we are afraid of the crowd; for all regard John as a prophet.” 27 So they answered Jesus, 

“We do not know.” And he said to them, “Neither will I tell you by what authority I am doing 

these things. 

28 “What do you think? A man had two sons; he went to the first and said, ‘Son, go and work in 

the vineyard today.’ 29 He answered, ‘I will not’; but later he changed his mind and went. 30 The 

father went to the second and said the same; and he answered, ‘I go, sir’; but he did not 

go. 31 Which of the two did the will of his father?” They said, “The first.” Jesus said to them, 

“Truly I tell you, the tax collectors and the prostitutes are going into the kingdom of God ahead 

of you. 32 For John came to you in the way of righteousness and you did not believe him, but the 

tax collectors and the prostitutes believed him; and even after you saw it, you did not change 

your minds and believe him. 

Be of the Same Mind                        Philippians 2:1-4 

As Paul writes here to the church, he is concerned with internal disconnect, disharmony among 

the people. And he notes as he goes into the passage, we will soon hear that he too has had 

problems with the same kind of things he sees them struggling with…. And he points to Christ as 

the one and way to follow and reminds the church of what Christ is already doing in them 

saying, 

 2 If then there is any encouragement in Christ, any consolation from love, any sharing in 

 the Spirit, any compassion and sympathy, 2 make my joy complete: be of the same mind, 

 having the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. 3 Do nothing from selfish 
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 ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as better than yourselves. 4 Let each of 

 you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of others. 

 

Out of Our Minds 

 

Beginning with what is happening in Matthew’s gospel, this scene takes place during Jesus’ final 

week. He has entered Jerusalem on a donkey to shouts of Hosanna – he has gone to the temple    

knocking over tables in protest, left to spend the night out of the city, then hungry and on his way 

back in - cursed a fruitless fig tree, before entering the temple again.  

 

Strange, unsettling,  eye brow raising events. And it isn’t really so odd that some of the powers 

that be, the ones with authority where Jesus was standing, want to know who or what has given 

him the authority to do those things? 

 

Jesus, in the manner of a Rabbi, returns their question with a question - and points to John the 

Baptist, one whose “star” had risen and come crashing down, killed by Herod another person of 

authority, asking if the baptism John had offered   was a call to change from God, or an idea in 

John’s head that some people seemed to buy into. 

 

A bit of debate ensues - without a conclusion.  But mark this moment here as a glimmer of hope 

for those debating. Because they are aware that they cannot answer without either knowing they 

might have gotten it wrong or that they would be going against the crowd that is leaning away 

from their authority toward a new way of seeing God. 

 

The spark of hope I mention is because Jesus then offers a story of two sons, one who seems 

negative, yet open minded and another who is all talk but no follow through.                                                                                                                         

And in truth, this little parable has only one answer, nothing too debatable.  And they are able to 

give Jesus’ question the answer we all expect.  

                                     

And yes, I mention this as a spark of hope - because we are not sure if they see themselves as 

either one of those sons.    But the seeds of recognition may be planted.  

 

We question authority more now than generations before I think. We question what people say,    

seeing the way of that second son in too many cases.      Words without real intent. 

 

And I think of children and how we tell them to say they are sorry when they’ve broke a rule,    

taken something that was not theirs, done something hurtful to another. And if we are intent 

enough – keeping that parental eye glare pointed on them, we might be able to squeeze and “I’m 

sorry” out of them. And yet those two words just happened to be the right answer to get that 

parental glare to drop. But they are just words with no real meaning.  Of course, children grow 

beyond this, as hopefully we all do. 

 

We don’t know what was in the mind of the first or second son.  We are not told what motivated 

the first son to say – in what we may have heard in a belligerent tone, “I will not” to then change 

his mind. 
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And how about the other son, the yes guy that is talk and no follow through. Too tired?  Just not 

motivated except to nod.  Or was the non-obedient second son just trying to get the parental eye 

glare off of him? 

 

I think we have all had an experience like this. Hearing someone say all the right words, or 

mouthing them ourselves.    But just like Jesus, just like the Pharisees, we all know the 

difference. 

 

And I don’t think Jesus told this short story because he wanted the right answer parroted back to 

him, do you?  None of us want that.  We can all agree that it is clear the “right” answer is the son 

whose mind is changed    and he “went.”  Jesus here is talking to the leaders with a very clear, 

pay attention.  The right answers and the authority you think is rightly yours is where you are 

tripping up.  

 

I hope the people on the receiving end of Jesus’ little parable were squirming inside when they 

gave the right answer, because that would mean they recognized the possibility of seeing 

themselves in the story. Even though we too know the right answer to Jesus’ question.  We 

shouldn’t get too comfortable before we allow ourselves to wonder, when am I like that second 

son?  

  

The Bible is chock full of stories of reversals; the first shall be last, you must lose your life in 

order to save it,  that which is high will be brought low,  that serving others is the ideal.                    

And today Jesus does go on to speak of those whose lives and positions are looked upon as 

unworthy, yet never by God.  Jesus tells those holding on to their own authority, the leaders who 

were stumbling over themselves, trying hard NOT to decide who Jesus is. Not wanting to claim 

whether he is acting on his own or by God’s design. They have another chance to look again 

when he says to them that those people you have thought so little of are way ahead of you.  This 

isn’t about a kingdom in which you are better than anyone else.  Speaking with authority, Jesus 

says, “the tax collectors and the prostitutes are going into the kingdom of God ahead of you.”  

  

Richard Rohr made a comment in the book the Tuesday group is reading that says, “Jesus is 

never upset at sinners (check it out!); he is only upset with people who do not think they are 

sinners!.” And believing God is a God of reversals – we believe in the chance that their minds 

could yet still open up and be changed, for isn’t that Jesus’ intent when he tells the story of the 

two sons…minds can be changed - even those hanging on to the wrong kind of authority.  And if 

we are stuck in this worlds version of it or irritated by those, we feel are wrong, here is the 

possibility.   When we see our nation divided beyond measure, we remember that Jesus - who we 

claim as our authority- never gives up on anyone, and neither should we. 

     

I’ve had a few things and phrases going through my mind for a couple weeks. It may seem early 

to you, but for a few weeks I have been thinking a lot about Advent and have been caught by the 

hymn Canticle of the Turning.  It is a song of joy and hope in what and who is coming, with a 

question embedded in the first stanza that says, “Could the world be about to turn?”  which is 

answered by in the chorus, “…wipe away all tears, for the dawn draws near, the world is about to 

turn!”  I have been caught by the longing I think so many of us have for this; for the pandemic, 
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confusion, isolation, finger pointing, and division to turn.  And this advent hymn has been 

popping into my mind and I feel an internal yes! 

 

And then last Saturday the Wisconsin Congregational Association had its meeting, and I was 

caught by a phrase our speaker framed his presentation on, “Never waste a crisis.”                                                                                                                    

He spoke of things we have known and wrung our hands about for decades.  Where has church 

attendance gone?  How do we get more people to church? How do we show that something 

about the Church is relevant to their lives?  Books, and programs have been written and 

developed over these decades hoping to solve this crisis.    So yes, these thoughts are not new,                                                  

but a crisis by definition is not a slow burn, it is a turning point!  

                                   

Never waste a crisis?  The pandemic and the confluence of so many other things right now has 

offered us the opportunity to change quickly from a building centric identity, to learn from and 

look closely at what we need less of, how can we serve differently, and in the midst of all the 

divisiveness- by what authority we can truly come together and thrive as God intends? 

Do we see the turning point?  Do we welcome it?  

  

Yes, I believe more and more we question who should carry authority and who is not worthy.  

And we are so very divided about it. This is not news to anyone.  But, we have the opportunity to 

look and live beyond these things in choosing to follow a way that calls us to be like minded – 

but we may have to get out of our minds in order to live it. 

The Apostle Paul offers a way of living as a people, having solidarity with one another in their 

way of being saying,  

 

 2 If then there is any encouragement in Christ, any consolation from love, any sharing in 

 the Spirit, any compassion and sympathy, 2 make my joy complete: be of the same mind, 

 having the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. 3 Do nothing from selfish 

 ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as better than yourselves. 4 Let each of 

 you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of others. 

 

And Paul follows this with “Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus.”  Now that is a 

tall order. We cannot know the mind of God, but we can know the way of God.  And we can live 

this way…we do. We have seen or are part of many circumstances in these last 7-8 months when 

people have looked to others interest above their own.  A crisis bringing turning points. To be 

able to look to the needs or interests of others heals us, enables us to grow and think differently.     

As we have looked to the good of others we are moved out of isolation, even if not physically so.      

It is in sharing in the same Sprit that we find common ground, away from the machinations of 

politics and opinions.  Looking to the needs and interests of others is not a solo activity, it is who 

we are, sharing in the Spirit. There is nothing divisive or minimizing when we live this way.             

To regard another better than yourself, takes nothing, absolutely nothing away from any of us, it 

gives us each other.  This is God’s grace living and breathing. This is the humility of Christ that 

will lead to the cross and beyond. 

 

This kind of same mindedness has little to do with everyone thinking exactly the same, it has to 

do with believing that what God created and called good is all around us. In this we can find 

solidarity – common ground, and common purpose.  
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Let us not waste a crisis.  Let’s embrace going out of our minds. We have further to go and we 

can, getting out of our minds and into the Spirit. And when we choose what authority we will 

hold up,  what common interest we carry, what solidarity we seek that has not boundary we 

remember, as Paul wrote, “…it is God who is at work in you [all of you], enabling you both to 

will and to work for his good pleasure.”  It is all we have ever needed.   It is the crisis we should 

not waste.  

Amen 

 

 

 

 

 


